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Homework





HEALTH
AND

SAFETY
TIPS

Wash your

hands often

Cover your sneezes
and coughs

Use hand
sanitizer

Avoid close
contact

Wear a mask

Use your own

supplies

Don't touch
your face

Clean your
electronics



bear Parents,
Summer vacation is a break from fixed
schedules,rules and regulations of the school.

Its time to enjoy and relax but its also
the time when the children have to
spend a lot of time indoors and it
becomes a challenge to keep their little

minds busy.

eeping this in mind,
e have planned the
ctivities that will keep

the children engaged
nd channelize their
nergy and at the
ame time improve

their concentration,
motor skills and

romote independent
earning. Kindly help

your child in
completing the work.



HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

HAVE FUN WITH YOUR LITTLE

Help your child to become more
independent by allowing him/her
to do the following :
*Buttoning and unbuttoning the shirt.
*Learning to wear shoes and socks.
*Laying the table.

*Clearing the working area after
completing the activity.
*Try to comb your hair neatly.
*Girls should try to make a

C) ponytail by themselves.
*Watering the plants.

*Wake up early in the
morning and try to some
yoga as fun.



Kid - Friendly

for a Healthier Generation
000

Mountain Chair Pose Crescent Moon
Tree Posepose pose

Child's Pose
Downward Facing Happy Baby

Dog Pose pose

010

Corpse Pose

Butterfly Pose
Rag Doll Pose



1. Say hello to

the sun.

2. Pretend to be

a tree.

3. Pretend to be a

flying bird.

4. Pretend to be

the falling rain.

5. Pretend to be

planting seeds.



ENGLISH

Draw & Colour pictures with

a,e,i in your english copy and

also write their names.

Hindi

teorn 
and 

Revise

In the doss.

HINDI



MATHS

Prepare a Calender of JUNE

month in your scrap book

and also decorate it.

SAMPLE Month:
Month:

Month:

Month:
Month:

Month:



SAMPLE

SCIENCE
1. Arrange various parts of face

and label it.

2.Draw / Paste 3 underground

vegetables and 3 green vegetables

in scrapbook.
3.Make 4 fruits of your choice in

3D shape and paste in the scrap

book.



SpEN(D

your elders by
wishing them Good Morning/
Afternoon/Evening/ Night

sand touch their feet.
*Help your mother in
the kitchen.

*Learn how to fold
clothes and keep
it in the almirah.

*Offer water to your elders.

*Spend quality times with
your Grandparents and
enjoy their experiences.t



*Have atleast one meal together
with your family.

*Do not have all while
having you meal.



GOOD MANNERS
DONT YELL

BE A GOOD
FRIEND

KIND
RAISE

• YOUR AAND
SAY PLEASE AND

THANE YOU

CLEAN UP TAKE
TURNS

COVER
YOUR

COUGA

AELP SNEEZE
AND

OTHERS

SNARE

GREET
OTHERS BE A GOOD

LISTENER

CAREFUL
WITA

TOOLS

DO NOT FOLLOW STAND IN
INTERRUPTO RULES A QUEUE



SOME FUN

ACTIVITIES

Find some different kinds of leaves...
Paste it in your Scrapbook. Sample
given below ( do any one .



OME PAPER

CRAFTS

Prepare any two paper crafts

SpikyHedgehogs

eonocJO




